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Currently, an integrated approach to simulating the earth system is evolving where several compartment models
are coupled to achieve the best possible physically consistent representation. We used the model TerrSysMP, which
fully couples subsurface, land surface and atmosphere, in a synthetic study that mimicked the Neckar catchment in
Southern Germany. A virtual reality run at a high resolution of 400m for the land surface and subsurface and 1.1km
for the atmosphere was made. Ensemble runs at a lower resolution (800m for the land surface and subsurface) were
also made. The ensemble was generated by varying soil and vegetation parameters and lateral atmospheric forcing
among the different ensemble members in a systematic way. It was found that the ensemble runs deviated for some
variables and some time periods largely from the virtual reality reference run (the reference run was not covered
by the ensemble), which could be related to the different model resolutions. This was for example the case for
river discharge in the summer. We also analyzed the spread of model states as function of time and found clear
relations between the spread and the time of the year and weather conditions. For example, the ensemble spread
of latent heat flux related to uncertain soil parameters was larger under dry soil conditions than under wet soil
conditions. Another example is that the ensemble spread of atmospheric states was more influenced by uncertain
soil and vegetation parameters under conditions of low air pressure gradients (in summer) than under conditions
with larger air pressure gradients in winter. The analysis of the ensemble of fully coupled model simulations
provided valuable insights in the dynamics of land-atmosphere feedbacks which we will further highlight in the
presentation.

